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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we first establish a connection between the concepts of
strength of convergence in the dual of a simply connected nilpotent Lie
group [12] and upper multiplicity in the dual of a general C*-algebra
[1, 4, 5]. Consequently, we then use both sides of this link to compute
the upper multiplicities of all irreducible representations of the groups
GN(N3) in the ‘‘threadlike’’ generalisation of the Heisenberg group (see
Section 3). Other applications of the C*-algebraic theory of [1, 4, 5] to
irreducible representations of locally compact groups have previously been
given in [2, 11, 17].
The upper multiplicity MU (?) of an irreducible representation ? of a
C*-algebra A counts the number of nets of orthogonal equivalent pure
states which can converge to a common pure state associated to ? (see
Lemma 1.2). On the other hand, in the dual G of a simply connected
nilpotent Lie group G, a sequence (?k) converges with strength m to a limit
? if the associated Kirillov orbits in g* converge m times in the sense of
[12, 2.10] to the orbit associated to ?. The link between these two concepts
is provided by the trace formulae in [5, Theorem 4.1, 12, Theorem 4.5], in
which upper multiplicities and strengths of convergence play analogous
roles. Using these formulae, we show in Section 2 that for ? # G with
MU (?)<, MU (?) is the greatest strength with which a sequence in G can
converge to ?.
It is already known that, for an irreducible representation ? of a simply
connected nilpotent Lie group G, MU (?)< if and only if the associated
orbit in g* has maximal dimension [5, Corollary 2.9]. On the other hand,
it follows from work of N. V. Pedersen [16] that representations corre-
sponding to generic functionals in g* have upper multiplicity equal to one.
However, the situation for non-generic functionals of maximal orbit dimen-
sion is much more complicated. It follows from [12] that finite values
greater than one occur for the group G5 , and we go on to obtain a com-
plete analysis for all of the groups GN in Sections 3 and 4. In doing this we
use the results of Section 2 and also the C*-algebraic results of Section 1.
The main result here (Theorem 1.5) states that if, in the dual A of a
C*-algebra A, a net (?:) converges with strength k (in a certain
C*-theoretic sense) to a limit ? and if MU (?:)l for each :, then
MU (?)kl. This leads to specific numerical information about upper mul-
tiplicities. For example, it is used in Section 4 in a boot-strapping argument
exploiting the interplay between the groups GN for different values of N. It
also yields that if ? # A "J n , where Jn is the nth member of the Fell ideal
sequence of a C*-algebra A, then MU (?)2n (Corollary 1.6).
If ? is an irreducible representation of GN then, by Kirillov’s theory,
?=?! for some ! # g*N . Identifying g*N with RN in a canonical way, we show
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in Theorem 3.4 that MU (?!) depends only on N and the position of the
first non-zero coordinate of !. Thus, if we define MU (N, l) to be the value
of MU (?!) when ! is the l th standard basis vector of RN, our goal is to find
MU (N, l ) for all N3 and lN&2 (if l=N&1 or l=N, then MU (N, l )
= because the orbit of ! is just [!]).
In addition to the general theory of Sections 1 and 2, the computation
of the numbers MU (N, l ) involves a detailed study of the convergence of
orbits, which in turn hinges on the convergence of polynomials defining the
orbits. A short zero-counting argument yields the estimate MU (N, l )
w l+12 x (Lemma (3.5), while an argument involving Lagrange interpola-
tion shows that MU (N, l )w N&1N&l x (Proposition 3.6). These estimates fit
together nicely when l=N&2 to give MU (N, N&2)=w N&12 x , and then
Theorem 1.5 can be used to show that MU (N, l )=w N&1N&l x when N&l is
even (Theorem 4.1). The fact that MU (2n+1, 2n&1)=n shows that every
positive integer can occur as an upper multiplicity within this class of
groups.
The remainder of Section 4 is devoted to the difficult task of determining
MU (N, l ) when N&l is odd. The answer is obtained in Theorem 4.8 and is
displayed for N25 in Fig. 1, revealing in particular that the value of
FIGURE 1
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MU ((4n+2) m+2, 4nm+1) is one less than might have been expected
from a comparison with the result for the case where N&l is even.
The results of Section 4 show that, in addition to the generic ! # g*N ,
there are many other ! for which MU (?!)=1. Such ! are described in
Theorem 5.1 in several ways. In particular, MU (?!)=1 if and only if ?! has
a Hausdorff neighbourhood in G N . The situation for a general C*-algebra
A is rather different in that the equation MU (?)=1 is sufficient but not
necessary for ? to have a Hausdorff neighbourhood in A . Theorem 5.1
leads to the determination of the length L of the Fell ideal sequence of the
group C*-algebra C*(GN) in Corollary 5.2: L is the unique integer such
that 2L&1<N2L.
1. UPPER MULTIPLICITY FOR C*-ALGEBRAS
For ? # A , upper and lower multiplicities MU (?), ML(?), MU (?, 0) and
ML(?, 0), where 0 is a net in A , have been defined in [1, 4]. On the one
hand they correspond to multiplicity numbers occurring in trace formulae
whilst on the other hand they are related to the number of nets of
orthogonal equivalent pure states which can simultaneously converge to a
given pure state associated with ?. The first view-point is illustrated by
Theorem 1.1 [5, Theorem 4.1] and the second by Lemma 1.2 which is a
variant of [5, Lemma 5.2].
Theorem 1.1 [5, Theorem 4.1]. Let A be a C*-algebra, let 0=(?:): be
a net in A , and let F be a nonempty subset of A . Suppose there exist positive
integers m?(? # F ) and a dense V-subalgebra B of A such that
lim
:
Tr(?:(a))= :
? # F
m? Tr(?(a))<
for all a # B+. Then
(i) 0 is convergent to every element of F and every cluster point of
0 belongs to F,
(ii) the relative topology on F is discrete,
(iii) m?=MU (?, 0)=ML(?, 0) for all ? # F.
Lemma 1.2. Let A be a C*-algebra, ? # A , , a pure state of A associated
with ? and n # N. The following conditions are equivalent.
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(i) MU (?)n.
(ii) There exist a net (?:): in A and, for each :, an orthonormal subset
[!:, 1 , ..., !:, n] of H?: such that, for every a # A,
(?:(a) !:, i , !:, i)  ,(a) (1in).
Proof. Suppose that MU (?)n. By [4, Proposition 2.2] there exists a
net 0 in A such that MU (?, 0)=MU (?). Then, by [5, Lemma 5.2], 0 has
a subnet satisfying condition (ii).
Conversely, suppose that 0=(?:): satisfies (ii). By [5, Lemma 5.2],
MU (?, 0)n, whence MU (?)n. K
Corollary 1.3. Let A be a C*-algebra and B a C*-subalgebra, and
suppose that V is an open subset of A such that \ | B is irreducible for all
\ # V. Then MU (\ | B)MU (\) for every \ # V.
Proof. Let \ # V and n # N such that nMU (\). Let , be a pure state
associated to \. Since V is open, by (i) O (ii) of Lemma 1.2 there exists
a net (?:): in V and, for each :, an orthonormal set [!:, 1 , ..., !:, n] in H? :
such that
(?:( } ) !:, i , !:, i)  ,
in the weak-V-topology on A* (1in). Since the mapping from the pure
state space P(A)A* onto A is continuous, we can assume that ?: # V for
all :. Since ?: | B # B for every : and , | B is a pure state associated with
\ | B, the net (?: | B): in B satisfies condition (ii) of Lemma 1.2. This
implies that MU (\ | B)n. K
The following result can be obtained directly from the definition of MU ,
but we note it here as an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.2.
Corollary 1.4. Let A be a C*-algebra, I a closed, two-sided ideal of A
and q: A  AI the quotient homomorphism. Then, for ? # AI@, MU (?)
MU (? b q).
The next result is important for the calculation of upper multiplicities. It
will be used in Section 3 as a boot-strapping technique for estimating upper
multiplicities in a family of nilpotent Lie groups.
Theorem 1.5. Let A be a C*-algebra, let ? # A , and let 0=(?:): be a
net in A . Suppose that 1k, l, that MU (?, 0)k, and that MU (?:)l
for each :. Then MU (?)kl.
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Proof. Since MU (?)MU (?, 0) we may as well assume that k is finite.
Since k1, ? is a cluster point of 0 and so if l= then MU (?)= by
upper semi-continuity [1, Proposition 2.3]. So from now on we shall
assume that l is finite.
Suppose that MU (?)kl&1. By [5, Theorem 2.5], there exist a # A+
and an open neighbourhood V of ? in A such that &a&=1, ?(a) is a projec-
tion of rank 1 and rank(_(a))kl&1 for all _ # V. Since &a&=1, Tr(_(a))
kl&1 for all _ # V.
Choose $>0 such that (k&$) l>kl&1. Replacing 0 with a subnet, if
necessary, we may assume that ML(?, 0)k [4, Proposition 2.3]. Then 0
is convergent to ? and by [4, Theorem 4.3(i)],
lim inf Tr(?:(a))k Tr(?(a))=k.
Hence there exists :0 such that ?:0 # V and Tr(?:0(a))>k&$.
There exists a net 00=(_;) in A , converging to ?:0 , such that
MU (?: 0 , 00)=MU (?:0) (see [4, Proposition 2.2], but if [?: 0] is open then
take 00 to be a net with constant value ?: 0). Replacing 00 by a subnet, if
necessary, we may assume that ML(?:0 , 00)=MU (?:0)l [4, Proposi-
tion 2.3]. Then, by [4, Theorem 4.3(i)],
lim inf Tr(_;(a))l Tr(?: 0(a))(k&$) l>kl&1.
So there exists ; such that _; # V and Tr(_;(a))>kl&1, a contradiction.
K
For a C*-algebra A, let J1(A) be the largest Fell ideal (type I0 ideal [15,
Chap. 6]) of A and for n>1 let Jn(A) be the ideal of A containing Jn&1(A)
with the property that Jn(A)Jn&1(A) is the largest Fell ideal of AJn&1(A).
We may refer to the sequence (Jn(A))n as the Fell ideal sequence of A.
Recall that J1(A)@ =[? # A : MU (?)=1] [1, Theorem 4.6]. The sequence
(Jn(A)) is said to have finite length if there exists L # N such that JL+1(A)
=JL(A), in which case the least such L is called the length of the sequence.
Note that if A is antiliminal then J1(A)=[0], while if A is postliminal and
has finite length L, then JL(A)=A [15, Theorem 6.2.6 and Proposi-
tion 6.2.7]. For any simply connected nilpotent Lie group G, the Fell ideal
sequence of C*(G) has finite length. In fact, by a theorem of Dixmier (see
[16, Theorem 4.3.1]), C*(G) has a composition series of finite length such
that all subquotient C*-algebras are continuous trace algebras.
Corollary 1.6. Let A be a C*-algebra, let n1 and suppose that
? # A "Jn(A)@ . Then MU (?)2n.
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Proof. The case n=1 follows from [1, Theorem 4.6]. Now suppose
that the result holds when n=k for some k1 and suppose that
? # A "J k+1 . Let ?Jk be the element of (AJk)
7 corresponding to ?. Since
?  J k+1 , it follows from [1, Theorem 4.6] that MU (?JK)2. Hence there
exists a net 0=(?:) in A "J k such that MU (?, 0)=MU (?Jk)2 (see [4,
Proposition 2.2], but if [?Jk] is open in (AJk)
7 choose the net to have
constant value ?). For each :, ?:  J k and so MU (?:)2k by the induction
hypothesis. By Theorem 1.5, MU (?)2k+1 as required. K
Corollary 1.7. Let A be a C*-algebra, let ? # A , and suppose that
MU (?)<. Suppose that 0=(?:): is a net in A such that M(?, 0)=
MU (?) (such nets exist by [4, Section 2]). Then eventually ?: is a Fell point.
Proof. Supposing otherwise, there exists a subnet 00 of 0 such that
every member of 00 has upper multiplicity at least 2. Then
M(?, 00)=M(?, 0)=MU (?).
By Theorem 1.5, MU (?)2MU (?), a contradiction. K
Corollary 1.8. Let A be a C*-algebra, let ? # A and suppose that
MU (?)< and that [?] is not open in A . Suppose that 0=(?:) is a net
in A such that ML(?, 0)=ML(?) (such nets exist by [4, Section 2]). Then
eventually
MU (?:)=\MU (?)ML(?) .
Proof. Let l be the integer part of MU (?)ML(?) and suppose that the
result is false. Then there is a subnet 00 such that every member of 00 has
upper multiplicity at least l+1. By Theorem 1.5,
MU (?)(l+1) MU (?, 00)(l+1) ML(?, 0)=(l+1) ML(?).
Thus l+1MU (?)ML(?), a contradiction. K
We now turn to group C*-algebras and apply Corollary 1.3 in a situa-
tion which arises when studying upper multiplicity for locally compact
groups (see Section 3).
Proposition 1.9. Let G be a locally compact group, and let H be a
closed subgroup of G. Suppose that V is an open subset of G such that \ | H
is irreducible for every \ # V. Then MU (\ | H)MU (\) for every \ # V.
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Proof. For f # L1(H), let +f denote the measure on G defined by f. The
homomorphism f  +f from L1(H) into the measure algebra M(G) of G
extends to a V-homomorphism 8 of C*(H) into C*(M(G)), the enveloping
C*-algebra of M(G). Since L1(G) is an ideal in M(G), C*(G) is an ideal of
C*(M(G)). For any representation \ of G, let \~ denote the extension of \
to C*(M(G)).
We now apply Corollary 1.3 to A=C*(M(G)), the C*-subalgebra
B=8(C*(H)), and the open subset V =[\~ : \ # V]. For \ # V, (\~ | B) b
8=\ | H. In fact, for f # L1(H),
\~ (8( f ))=\~ (+f)=|
H
f (t) \~ (t) dt=\ | H( f ).
Hence \~ | B is irreducible and so, using [5, 2.7], Corollary 1.3, and
Corollary 1.4, it follows that
MU (\)=MU (\~ )MU (\~ | B)MU ((\~ | B) b 8)=MU (\ | H). K
2. SIMPLY CONNECTED NILPOTENT LIE GROUPS
Let G be a connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie group, g its Lie
algebra, and g* the vector space dual of g. Let A=C*(G) and let J be the
bounded trace ideal of A. By [5, Theorem 2.8; 13, Theorem 5.3]
J =[? # G : ? has maximal orbit dimension in g*]
=[? # G : MU (?)<].
Let K(J ) be the Pedersen ideal of J. We assume that a strong Malcev basis
is given in g and let S denote the corresponding set of generic points in g*.
Furthermore, q: g*  G will denote the Kirillov map. Recall that q induces
a homeomorphism between the coadjoint orbit space g*Ad*(G) and G
[8]. As a general reference to representation theory of simply connected
nilpotent Lie groups we mention [9].
We first remark that if ! # S and ?=?! , then MU (?)=1. In fact, this can
be seen as follows. There exists a sequence (?k) in q(S) such that ?k  ?
and MU (?)=MU (?, (?k)) (see [2, Lemma 1.2]). By Lemma 4.4.4 of
[16], Tr(?k( f ))  Tr(?( f )) for all f # C c (G). Since C

c (G) is a dense
V-subalgebra of C*(G), it follows that MU (?, (?k))=1 (Theorem 1.1).
We now summarize some definitions and result from [12] in a simplified
form that will be adequate for our purposes. A sequence (?k) in G is said
to be properly convergent if it is convergent and every cluster point is a
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limit. Suppose that (?k) is a sequence in J that is properly convergent and
that L is the set of limits in G . Then L & J is finite (possibly empty) (see
[14]). Let ? # L & J and ! # 0? , the coadjoint orbit associated to ?.
A relatively compact neighbourhood U of ! is said to be separating if U is
disjoint from the orbits associated to all other limits of (?k) and q(U )J .
Since coadjoint orbits are closed and L & J is finite and q&1(J ) is open,
a base of such neighbourhoods U will always exist for !.
Proposition 2.1 [12, Proposition 2.8]. Let (?k) be a properly con-
vergent sequence in J and L its set of limits. Let ? # L & J and let 0 and 0k
denote the coadjoint orbits corresponding to ? and ?k , respectively. Further-
more, let E denote the projection from g* onto the subspace determined by
the jumping positions for 0. Then there exists a sequence (i?, k)k of integers
such that for any ! # 0 and any separating neighbourhood U of !, there
exists k0 such that, for all kk0 ,
i?, k=*[’ # 0k & U : E(’)=E(!)].
Furthermore, the integers i?, k are bounded by a constant depending only on
the dimension of G.
Sequences (!k) and (’k) in g* are said to be disjoint if for every relatively
compact subset B of G, ’k  Ad*(B) !k for almost all k. Let (?k) be a
sequence in J that is properly convergent and let L be the set of limits. Let
? # L & J and let 0 and 0k be the coadjoint orbits associated to ? and ?k
(k1), respectively. Let ! # 0 and suppose that (!1, k)k , ..., (!j, k)k are
sequences in g* converging to ! such that !i, k # 0k for k1 and 1i j.
Such a set of sequences is said to be maximally disjoint (relative to (?k)k)
if the sequences are pairwise disjoint and for each (’k)k in g* converging
to ! with ’k # 0k (k1) there exists i # [1, ..., j] such that (’k)k and (!i, k)k
are not disjoint.
We say that (?k) converges m-times (or with strength m) to ? if for
some (and hence every) ! # 0 and every subsequence of (?k), every set of
sequences converging to ! that is maximally disjoint relative to this sub-
sequence has exactly m elements. Finally, the sequence (?k) is said to be
perfect if for every _ # L & J there exists a positive integer i_ such that (?k)
converges i_-times to _.
Proposition 2.2 [12, Proposition 2.12]. Let (?k) be a properly
convergent sequence in J , and let ? # J be a limit. Then the following are
equivalent.
(i) There exists k0 such that i?, k=i? (say) for all kk0 .
(ii) (?k) converges i? -times to ?.
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Theorem 2.3 [12, Theorem 4.5]. Let (?k)J be a perfect sequence and
L its set of limits. Then, for every a # K(J ),
Tr(?k(a))  :
? # L & J
i? Tr(?(a)).
The preceding results have been proved in [12] in the more general
setting of variable simply connected nilpotent Lie groups. This concept,
however, is even required to prove the above special version of [12,
Theorem 4.5]. Therefore, in the Appendix, we provide a simplified proof of
Theorem 2.3 in the case of so-called threadlike nilpotent Lie algebras with
which we are going to deal in the following sections.
Theorem 2.4. Let G be a connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie
group. Let J be the bounded trace ideal of C*(G), and let ? # J .
(i) Let m # N and suppose that (?k) is a sequence in G that converges
m-times to ?. Then mMU (?, (?k))MU (?).
(ii) There exists a generic sequence (?k) in G converging MU (?)-times
to ?. In particular, MU (?) is the greatest strength with which a sequence in
G can converge to ?.
Proof. In the sequel we shall use that (Id(C*(G)), {s), the space of
ideals of C*(G), endowed with the strong topology, is compact and
metrizable.
(i) Since passing to a subsequence does not increase MU (?, (?k)) and
does not change m-times convergence to ?, after replacing (?k) by a sub-
sequence we may assume that (?k) is properly convergent (with limit set L,
say) and that the uniformly bounded sequences (i_, k)k arising from
Proposition 2.1 are constant with value i_ , say, for all _ in the finite set
L & J . By Proposition 2.2, (?k) is perfect and converges i_ -times to each
_ # L & J . Thus m=i? and also
lim
k
Tr(?k(a))= :
_ # L & J
i_ Tr(_(a))
for all a # K(J ) (Theorem 2.3). Applying Theorem 1.1 to J, it follows that
i?=MU (?, (?k)). Returning to the original sequence, we have
mMU (?, (?k))MU (?).
(ii) Since q(S) is dense in G and C*(G) is separable, there exists
a sequence (?k) in q(S) such that ?k  ? and MU(?)=M(?, (?k))
[2, Lemma 1.2]. Since passing to a subsequence does not alter M(?, (?k)),
we may assume that (?k) is properly convergent.
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Let L be the set of limits of (?k). Replacing (?k) by a subsequence if
necessary, we may assume that the uniformly bounded sequences (i_, k)k
arising from Proposition 2.1 are constant with value i_ (say) for all _ in the
finite set L & J . By Proposition 2.2, (?k) is perfect and converges i_ -times to
each _ # L & J . Hence
lim
k
Tr(?k(a))= :
_ # L & J
i_ Tr(_(a))
for all a # K(J ) (Theorem 2.3). Applying Theorem 1.1 to J, we obtain that
i?=M(?, (?k))=MU (?),
and so (?k) converges MU (?)-times to ?. K
Lemma 2.5. Let ! # g* such that the coordinates of ! corresponding to
jumping indices for ! are all zero and suppose that ?=?! # J . Suppose that
there exist a positive integer m and a sequence (!k)k in g* with, for each k,
distinct points !j, k (1 jm) in Ad*(G) !k such that
(i) !j, k  ! as k   for each 1 jm,
(ii) the coordinates of !j, k corresponding to the jumping indices for !
are all zero (1 jm; k # N).
Then MU (?, (?!k)k)m. In particular, MU (?)m.
Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.4(i), we can assume that
(?k) converges i_ -times to each _ # L & J and that i_, k=i_ for all k1 and
_ # L & J . Hence
i?MU (?, (?k))MU (?)
by Theorem 2.4(i).
Now, let U be a separating neighbourhood of the singleton [!] in g*. By
(i), there exists k0 such that !j, k # U for all kk0 and all 1 jm. It
follows from (ii) and the properties of the i_, k that mi? . K
The following lemma is a counterpart to Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 2.6. Let ? # J and write ?=?! where ! # g* has zero coordinates
in the positions corresponding to its jumping indices. Then there exist a
sequence (’n)n in S that is convergent to ! and, for each n, distinct points ’j, n
(1 jMU (?)) in Ad*(G) ’n such that
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(i) ’j, n  ! as n   (1 jMU (?)),
(ii) the coordinates of ’j, n corresponding to the jumping indices for !
are all zero (1 jMU (?); n # N).
Furthermore, MU (?) is majorised by a constant depending only on the
dimension of G.
Proof. As in the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2.4(ii), there
exists a properly convergent sequence (?k)k in q(S) such that ?k  ? and
M(?, (?k))=MU (?). Since q is open and g* is first countable, we may
assume, by passing to a subsequence, that ?k=?!k (k1), where (!k) is a
sequence in S that is convergent to !.
Let L be the set of limits of (?k). Replacing (?k) by a further sub-
sequence, we may assume that the uniformly bounded sequences (i_, k)k
arising from Proposition 2.1 are constant with value i_ (say) for each _ in
the finite set L & J . Continuing as in the proof of Theorem 2.4(ii), we con-
clude that i?=MU (?). Since i? is majorized by a constant depending only
on the dimension of G, the same applies to MU (?).
Let (Un)n be a decreasing sequence of separating neighbourhoods of !
forming a neighbourhood base at !. By Proposition 2.1 with U=U1 , we
obtain k1 # N with distinct points !j, k1 in U1 & Ad*(G) !k1 (1 jMU (?))
such that the coordinates of !j, k1 corresponding to the jumping indices of
! are all zero. Define ’1=!k1 and ’j, 1=!j, k1 for 1 jMU (?).
Repeating this with U=U2 , we get, for some k2>k1 , ’2=!k2 and
’j, 2 # U2 & Ad*(G) !k2 . Continuing in this way, we obtain a subsequence
(’n)n of (!k)k and ’j, n # Un & Ad*(G) ’n , 1 jMU (?), with zero coor-
dinates at all jumping indices for !. Then ’n  ! and ’j, n  ! as n  
(1 jMU (?)). K
3. ESTIMATING UPPER MULTIPLICITIES FOR C*(GN)
In the following two sections we apply the results of the previous sec-
tions to determine the upper multiplicity of irreducible representations of
connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie groups whose Lie algebras
are so-called threadlike or filiform Lie algebras, defined as follows.
For N3, let gN be the N-dimensional real nilpotent Lie algebra with
basis X1 , ..., XN and non-trivial Lie brackets
[XN , XN&1]=XN&2 , ..., [XN , X2]=X1 .
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gN is (N&1)-step nilpotent and a semi-direct product of RXN with the
abelian ideal N&1j=1 , RXj . Note that g3 is the Heisenberg Lie algebra. For
!=N&1j=1 ! jX j* # g*N , the coadjoint action is given by
Ad*(exp(&tXN)) != :
N&1
j=1
p j (!, t) X j* ,
where, for 1 jN&1, pj (!, t) is a polynomial in t defined by
pj (!, t)= :
j&1
k=0
tk
k !
!j&k .
Moreover, if !j {0 for at least one j with 1 jN&2, then Ad*(G) ! is
of dimension two, and Ad*(G) !=Ad*(G) !+RX*N . We shall always iden-
tify g*N with RN via the mapping (!1 , ..., !n)  Nj=1 !j X j*.
Let GN=exp gN be the associated connected and simply connected
nilpotent Lie group. The dual spaces G N and the ideal structure of C*(GN)
have been investigated by several authors. Specifically, separation proper-
ties of G N and the question of when C*(GN) is quasi-standard have been
studied (see [6, 7]).
Let V=[! # g*N : !N=0]. For ! # V and t # R, let
t } !=Ad*(exp(&tXN)) !
=\!1 , !2+t!1 , ..., !N&1+t!N&2+ } } } + 1(N&2)! tN&2!1 , 0+ .
We define the function ! on R by
! (t)=!N&1+t!N&2+ } } } +
1
(N&2)!
tN&2!1 .
Then the mapping !  ! is a linear isomorphism of V onto PN&2 , the
space of real polynomials of degree at most N&2. In particular, !k  !
coordinate-wise in V as k   if and only if ! k(t)  ! (t) for all t # R. Also,
the mapping !  ! intertwines the Ad*-action and translation in the
following way,
t } !@(s)=(s } (t } !))N&1
=((s+t) } !)N&1=! (s+t)
for ! # V and s, t # R.
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Proposition 3.1. Let ’=(0, ..., ’ l , 0, ’l+2 , ..., ’N&1 , 0) # g*N where
lN&2 and ’l {0. Let m # N and suppose that there exist a sequence (!k)k
in g*N , real sequences (tj, k)k , for 1 jm, and $>0 such that
(i) tj, k } !k  ’ for 1 jm,
(ii) $|ti, k&t j, k | for all k and i{ j.
Then MU (?’)m.
Proof. We seek real sequences (sj, k)k for 1 jm such that, with
!j, k=tj, k } !k ,
0=(sj, k } !j, k) l+1=(!j, k) l+1+s j, k(!j, k) l+ } } } +
1
l !
s lj, k(! j, k)1 . (1)
For k1 and 1 jm, we define fj, k : R  R by
fj, k(s)=(! j, k) l+1+s(!j, k) l+ } } } +
1
l !
sl (! j, k)1 .
Temporarily fix j. By (i) there exists kj such that for all kkj ,
|(!j, k) l+1|+
1
2!
|(!j, k) l&1|+ } } } +
1
l !
|(! j, k)1|
1
2
|’l |
and
|(!j, k) l&’l |< 12 |’ l |.
Then for kkj , fj, k(1) has the same sign as ’l and fj, k(&1) has
the opposite sign. Hence there exists sj, k # (&1, 1) such that fj, k(s j, k)
=0. Let k0=max[k j : 1 jm]. Then we have bounded sequences
(sj, k)kk0 which satisfy (1) and hence converge to zero by (i). Thus
Ad*(exp(&sj, k XN))  Id in the operator norm and so
(sj, k+tj, k) } !k  ’ for 1 jm. (2)
Since sj, k  0, there exists Kk0 such that |sj, k |< 12$ for kK and
1 jm. It follows from (ii) that, for each kK,
si, k+ti, k {sj, k+tj, k whenever i{ j. (3)
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For each kK, we now redefine !k by replacing the last coordinate by
zero. Then (1), (2), and (3) still hold and also
((sj, k+tj, k) } !k)N=0 (1 jm).
By (2) we may assume, by increasing K if necessary, that for each kK not
all of the first l coordinates of !k are zero and hence that the mapping
t  t } !k is injective on R. Since l+1 and N are the jumping indices for ’,
it follows from Lemma 2.5 that MU (?’)m. K
Proposition 3.2. Let ’=(0, ..., 0, ’l , 0, ’l+2 , ..., ’N&1 , 0) # g*N where
lN&2 and ’l {0, and let m # N. The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) MU (?’)m.
(ii) There exist a generic sequence (!k)k in g*N and real sequences
(tj, k)k for 1 jm, such that
tj, k } !k  ’ for 1 jm, (1)
for i{ j, |ti, k&tj, k |  . (2)
Proof. (i) O (ii). By Lemma 2.6, there exists a generic sequence (!k)k in
g*N with, for each k # N, distinct points !1, k , ..., !m, k in Ad*(G) !k such that
!j, k  ’ as k   (1 jm), (3)
(!j, k) l+1=(!j, k)N=0 (1 jm; k # N). (4)
For each k # N, we redefine !k by replacing the last coordinate by zero.
Then, since (!j, k)N=0 (1 jm), there exist (necessarily distinct) real
numbers t1, k , ..., tm, k such that
!j, k=tj, k } !k (1 jm).
This proves (1).
Suppose that there exist distinct i, j such that |ti, k&tj, k | %  as k  .
By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that there exists s # R such
that ti, k&tj, k  s. Hence
Ad*(exp((&ti, k+tj, k) XN))  Ad*(exp(&sXN))
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in the operator norm, and so it follows from (1) that s } ’=’. Since the
mapping t  t } ’ is injective on R, we have s=0. With sk=t i, k&t j, k , we
obtain from (4) that
(!j, k) l+1 =0=(!i, k) l+1=(sk } !j, k) l+1
=(!j, k) l+1+sk(!j, k) l+
1
2!
s2k(!j, k) l&1+ } } } +
1
l !
s lk(!j, k)1 .
Since sk {0, sk  0 and !j, k  ’, it follows that ’l=0. This contradiction
establishes (2).
(ii) O (i). By (2), there exists k0 such that |t i, k&t j, k |1 whenever
kk0 and i{ j. Proposition 3.1 shows that MU (?’)m. K
Remark 3.3. Let ’=(0, ..., 0, ’l , 0, ’l+2 , ..., ’N&1 , 0) # g*N , where l
N&2 and ’l {0, and let m=MU (?’). Suppose that (!k)k is a sequence in
g*N and, for each k, t1, k , ..., tm, k are real numbers such that, as k  ,
(i) tj, k } !k  ’ (1 jm)
(ii) |ti, k&tj, k |   whenever i{ j.
By Proposition 3.2, MU (?’)m and so a pure state associated to ?’ can
be approximated by m nets of orthogonal equivalent pure states in the
sense of Lemma 1.2(ii). We illustrate this by an explicit construction of
such approximating states associated to the representations ?!k (k1).
Note that ?’ is given by the formula
?’(x) f (s)=exp(2?i(s } ’, x) ) f (s&xN),
for x=(x1 , ..., xN) # GN and f # H’=L2(R). We can assume that one of the
first l components of !k is non-zero, and hence ?!k is given by the same
formula, with ’ replaced by !k .
Choose f # Cc(R)L2(R) with & f &2=1. For k # N and 1 jm, define
fj, k(s)= f (s&tj, k). Define positive definite functions , and ,j, k , k # N,
1 jm, associated to ?’ and ?!k , respectively, by
,(x)=(?’(x) f, f ) and ,j, k(x)=(?!k(x) fj, k , f j, k).
We claim that
(1) for each j, ,j, k  , uniformly on compact subsets of G,
(2) there exists k0 such [ f1, k , ..., fm, k] is an orthonormal set for
kk0 ,
from which it then follows that the corresponding pure states have the
required properties.
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To verify (1), choose L>0 such that supp f[&L, L], and let C be a
compact subset of G. Then, for x # C,
|,j, k(x)&,(x)|= } |R f (s&xN&tj, k) f (s&tj, k) exp 2?i(s } !k , x) ds
&|
R
f (s&xN) f (s) exp 2?i(s } ’, x) ds }
= } |R f (s&xN) f (s)(exp 2?i(s } (tj, k } !k), x)
&exp 2?i(s } ’, x) ) ds }
2L & f &2 sup
|s|L, y # C
|exp 2?i(s } [(tj, k } !)&’], y) &1|,
which converges to 0 as k  .
By (ii), there exists k0 such that
[&L, L] & ([&L, L]+(ti, k&tj, k))=<
for all kk0 and i{ j. Then
( fi, k , fj, k)=|
R
f (s&t i, k) f (s&t j, k) ds
=|
R
f (s) f (s&(t j, k&t i, k)) ds=0.
This shows (2).
The next result shows that if ! # g*N , then MU (?!) depends only on N
and the position of the first non-zero coordinate of !.
Theorem 3.4. Let lN&2 and let
!=(0, ..., 0, !l , ..., !N) # g*N ,
’=(0, ..., 0, ’l , ..., ’N) # g*N ,
where !l {0 and ’l {0. The MU (?!)=MU (?’).
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Proof. Recall first that, since lN&2 and !l {0, the coadjoint orbit of
! contains an element of the form
(0, ..., 0, !l , 0, !l+2 , ..., !N&1 , 0),
and similarly for ’. Thus we can assume that !l+1=!N=0 and ’l+1=
’N=0. Since lN&2, MU (?!) is finite, m say. By Proposition 3.2, there
exist a sequence (!k)k in g*N and real sequences (t j, k)k for 1 jm such
that
tj, k } !k  ! for 1 jm, (1)
|ti, k&tj, k |   for i{ j. (2)
We define S: g*N  g*N by
S(x1 , x2 , ..., xN)=(0, x1 , ..., xN&2 , 0).
It is easily checked that S commutes with Ad*(exp(tXN)) (t # R). Thus it
follows from (1) that
tj, k } Sq!k  S q! for 1 jm and q1. (3)
Since the vectors !, S2!, S 3!, ..., S N&1&l! have an appropriate echelon
form, there exists *0 , *2 , ..., *N&1&l # R such that
’=*0!+ :
N&1&l
q=2
*qSq!.
For k1, let
’k=*0 !k+ :
N&1&l
q=2
*q Sq!k .
Then, for 1 jm, it follows from (1) and (3) that
tj, k } ’k  ’. (4)
Now (2), (4), and Proposition 3.2 imply that MU (?’)m=MU (?!).
Similarly, MU (?!)MU (?’) and hence MU (?!)=MU (?’). K
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From now on, we write MU (N, l ) for the common value of MU (?!) where
! is as in Theorem 3.4. A short zero-counting argument yields the following
upper estimate for MU (N, l ).
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that lN&2. Then MU (N, l )w l+12 x.
Proof. Let m=MU (N, l )<. Using Lemma 2.6 as in the proof of
Proposition 3.2, we obtain a sequence (!k)k in g*N and real sequences (tj, k)k
for 1 jm such that
(1) tj, k } !k  (0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) (1 in l th position) for 1 jm,
(2) for each k1, (tj, k } !k) l+1=0 and t1, k , ..., tm, k are distinct.
We define qk(t)=(t } !k) l+1 . Then qk is a polynomial of degree l and
q$k(t)=(t } !k) l . By (1), there exists k0 such that
q$k(t j, k)=(tj, k } !k) l>0
for kk0 and 1 jm. Since qk0 has m distinct zeros at each of which the
derivative is positive, there must be at least a further m&1 interlacing
zeros. Hence m+(m&1)l and so m l+12 as required. K
To obtain a lower estimate for MU (N, l ), we use Lagrange interpolation.
Proposition 3.6. Let lN&2. Then MU (N, l )w N&1N&l x.
Proof. Let m=w N&1N&l x. Then m1 and (N&l ) mN&1. Choose any
distinct real numbers :1 , :2 , ..., :m . By Lagrange interpolation, there exists
p # Pm&1 such that
p(:r)‘
j{r
(:r&:j)N&l&1=1 (1rm)
(if m=1, p#1).
For k1, since (m&1)+m(N&l&1)N&2, we may define !k # V by
! k(t)= p \ tk+
kN&l&1
(N&l&1)!
‘
m
j=1 \
t
k
&: j+
N&l&1
.
Now let
!=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) # V
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(1 in l th position). We claim that (:rk) } !k  ! (1rm). For this, fix r
and t # R. We have to show that ((:rk) } !k) 7 (t)  ! (t). But
((:rk) } !k) 7 (t)=! k(:rk+t)
=p \:r+ tk+
kN&l&1
(N&l&1)!
‘
m
j=1 \
t
k
+:r&:j+
N&l&1
=p \:r+ tk+
tN&l&1
(N&l&1)!
‘
j{r \
t
k
+:r&: j+
N&l&1

tN&l&1
(N&l&1)!
p(:r) ‘
j{r
(:r&:j)N&l&1
=
tN&l&1
(N&l&1)!
=! (t).
For r{s, |:rk&:sk|  , and so it follows from Proposition 3.2 that
MU (N, l )=MU (?!)m. K
We now apply Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 1.9 to the groups GN .
Lemma 3.7. Let l, l $ # N be such that l+l $N&2. Then
MU (N, l ) } MU (N&l+1, l $+1)MU (N, l+l $).
Proof. Let ’=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) # g*N&l+1 (1 in (l $+1)st position), and
let
m=MU (?’)=MU (N&l+1, l $+1).
By [2, Lemma 1.2] there is a sequence (!k)k of generic functionals in
g*N&l+1 such that MU (?’ , (?!k)k))=m.
We now embed g*N&l+1 into g*N by
|  | =(0, ..., 0, |1 , ..., |N&l+1).
Let q: C*(GN)  C*(GN&l+1) be the quotient homomorphism. For
| # g*N&l+1 , ?| b q=?| , and hence MU (?’ , (?! k))=m. Note that since !k
is generic, (! k) l {0. Hence, for each k, MU (?! k)=MU (N, l ) and so, by
Theorem 1.5,
MU (?’ )m } MU (N, l ).
But MU (?’ )=MU (N, l+l $), and so we have the required inequality. K
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Lemma 3.7 plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 4.1, in which we
find a formula for MU (N, l ) in the case where N&l is even. The next two
lemmas are used in Section 4 in the analysis of the case where N&l is odd.
Lemma 3.8. Let 1lN&2. Then MU (N+1, l)MU (N, l ).
Proof. Let i denote the embedding of gN into gN+1 which maps Xj to
Xj for 1 jN&1 and XN to XN+1 . The adjoint map i*: g*N+1  g*N
restricts functionals in g*N+1 to gN . If ! # g*N+1 is such that (i*(!))l {0,
then
Ad*(GN) i*(!)=i*(Ad*(GN+1) !).
Thus ?! | GN is irreducible for all such ! [9, Theorem 2.5.1]. The set of all
such ! is open in g*N+1 and the Kirillov map from g*N+1 onto G N+1 is
open. Hence the statement follows from Proposition 1.9 and the facts that,
for !=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) (1 in l th position), MU (?!)=MU (N+1, l ) and
MU (?! | GN)=MU (? i*(!))=MU (N, l ). K
Lemma 3.9. (i) If lN&2, then MU (N, l )MU (N+1, l+1).
(ii) If lN&3, then MU (N, l )MU (N, l+1).
Proof. (i) Let !=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) # g*N , where the l th coordinate is
1, and let ! =(0, !) # g*N+1 . Let
q: GN+1  GN=GN+1 exp RX1
denote the quotient homomorphism. Then
?! b q=?! , MU (?!)=MU (N, l), and MU (?! )=MU (N+1, l+1).
The statement now follows from Corollary 1.4.
(ii) By (i) and Lemma 3.8, for lN&3,
MU (N, l)MU (N+1, l+1)MU (N, l+1),
as was to be shown. K
4. THE VALUES OF UPPER MULTIPLICITY FOR C*(GN)
In this section we prove formulae for the upper multiplicities MU (N, l ),
N3, lN. Recall that for !=(!1 , ..., !N) # g*N , MU (?!)< if and only
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if !j {0 for some jN&2. Thus MU (N, N&1)=MU (N, N)=. In what
follows we therefore assume that lN&2. It turns out that, when N&l is
even, a formula for MU (N, l) (Theorem 4.1) can be quickly derived from
the results of the previous section, whereas the case N&l odd is
considerably more complicated (Theorem 4.8 below).
Theorem 4.1. Let m be an even integer such that 2mN&1. Then
MU (N, N&m)=\N&1m  .
Proof. First suppose that m=2. By Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.6,
\N&12 MU (N, N&2)\N&12  ,
as required. Thus, if N is even then MU (N, N&2)= N2 &1, and if N is odd
then MU (N, N&2)= N&12 . In particular, MU (N, N&2) is a non-decreasing
function of N.
Now let m>2. By Proposition 3.6 and applying Lemma 3.7 with
l=N&m and l $=m&2, we obtain that
\N&1m MU (N, N&m) MU (N, N&2)MU (m+1, m&1).
Since m+1 is odd, it follows from the first part of the proof that
MU (m+1, m&1)=
m
2
.
Thus it remains to show that
2
m
MU (N, N&2)<\N&1m +1.
Write N&1=mq+r where q and r are integers such that q1 and
0r<m. Then w N&1m x=q and
2
m
MU (N, N&2)
2
m
MU (mq+m, mq+m&2)
=
2
m \
mq+m
2
&1+=(q+1)& 2m<q+1,
as required. K
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It is instructive to arrange the multiplicity numbers MU (N, l ) in a tri-
angular chart, with N3 the row index and lN&2 the column index
(see Fig. 1 for 3N25). The numbers on every second diagonal are
given by Theorem 4.1. Indeed, the diagonal N&l=n (even) consists of n
ones, followed by n twos, then n threes, and so on. The reader may observe
that, using Theorem 4.1, Theorem 1.5, and the various upper and lower
bounds presented in Section 3, many of the numbers on the intermediate
diagonals can be filled in. However, there are then still three crucial dif-
ferent types of positions (N, l ) for which, to determine MU (N, l ), the
methods we have developed so far are insufficient. Samples of such posi-
tions are (8, 5), (9, 6), and (14, 11). These will be settled by Propositions
4.5, 4.7, and 4.6, respectively, and these results enable us to complete the
computation of all MU (N, l ) (Theorem 4.8).
Lemma 4.2. Let 1sr and let (qk)k be a sequence of polynomials
qk(t)=ck ‘
r
j=1
(t&:j, k)
such that qk(t)  ts for all t # R. Then the roots :j, k can be relabelled so that
:j, k  0 for 1 js and |: j, k |   for s< jr.
Proof. For each k, relabel that :j, k so that |:1, k | } } } |:r, k |. Let m
be the largest index such that the sequence (:m, k)k is bounded. We claim
that m=s.
By starting with j=m+1 if m<r and with j=m if m=r, and working
down to j=1, we can pass to successive subsequences and thereby assume
that (as k  )
:j, k  :j for 1 jm and |:j, k |   for m< jr.
Now choose t0 # R, t0 {0, such that t0 {:j for all 1 jm. Since
qk(t)=ck ‘
m
j=1
(t&:j, k) ‘
r
j=m+1
:j, k \ t:j, k &1+ ts
for every t # R, we conclude that (setting t=t0)
ck ‘
r
j=m+1
:j, k  c
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for some c # C, c{0. It follows that, for each t # R,
ts= lim
k  
qk(t)=c(t&:1) } } } } } (t&:m)(&1)r&m.
Thus m=s and, moreover, :1= } } } =:s=0.
We now return to the original sequences. Suppose that s<r. We have to
show that |:s+1, k |   as k  . Supposing the contrary, there exists a
subsequence (:s+1, kl) l which is bounded. Then, applying the above claim
to the subsequences (:j, kl)l , 1 jr, we obtain that m+1s, a contradiction.
Finally, it remains to show that :s, k  0 as k  . Suppose not. Since
(:s, k)k is bounded, passing to a subsequence we may assume that
:s, k  ;s {0.
Then, passing to successive subsequences, we can also assume that
:s&1, k  ;s&1 , ..., :1, k  ;1 .
Since originally |:s+1, k |  , this persists after passage to the corre-
sponding subsequence. Then arguing as in the proof of the claim we obtain
;1= } } } =;s=0, a contradiction. K
Lemma 4.3. (i) Suppose that ak , bk , dk>0 (k # N) and ak bk  1.
Then
ak+dk
bk+dk
 1.
(ii) Let r # N and for each k # N let 0<akbk and d1, k , ..., dr, k0.
Suppose that
ak
bk
} ‘
r
j=1
ak+dj, k
bk+dj, k
 0.
Then ak bk  0.
Proof. (i) The statement follows from the fact that for real numbers a,
b, d such that b>0 and d0,
}ab&1 }=
|a&b|
b

|a&b|
b+d
= }a+db+d&1 } .
(ii) By hypothesis we have for 1 jr
ak
bk

ak+dj, k
bk+dj, k
.
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This implies that
\akbk+
r+1

ak
bk
} ‘
r
j=1
ak+dj, k
bk+dj, k
 0,
whence ak bk  0. K
Lemma 4.4. Let n # N, let (tj, k)k , 1 j2n+1, be real sequences such
that t1, k<t2, k< } } } <t2n+1, k for all k # N, and let (ck)k be a sequence of
real numbers. Then we cannot have that
ck ‘
i{ j
|ti, k&tj, k |  1 (Aj )
for all 1 j2n+1.
Proof. Suppose that (Aj) holds for all j and suppose that we have
already shown that
t2n+1, k&t2n, k
t2n+1, k&t2n&1, k
 1. (1)
Comparing (A2n) and (A2n+1), we get
(t2n, k&t1, k)(t2n, k&t2, k) } } } } } (t2n, k&t2n&1, k)
(t2n+1, k&t1, k)(t2n+1, k&t2, k) } } } } } (t2n+1, k&t2n&1, k)
 1
and hence, because each term in the numerator is less than the corre-
sponding term in the denominator,
t2n, k&t2n&1, k
t2n+1, k&t2n&1, k
 1. (2)
From (1) and (2) we reach the contradiction
1=
(t2n+1, k&t2n, k)+(t2n, k&t2n&1, k)
t2n+1, k&t2n&1, k
 2.
To establish (1), we prove by induction on j that
t2 j+1, k&t2 j, k
t2 j+1, k&t2 j&1, k
 1 for 1 jn (B j )
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and
t2 j+2, k&t2 j+1, k
t2n+2, k&t2 j, k
 0 for 1 jn&1. (Cj )
Comparing (A1) and (A2) (as we did above with (A2n) and (A2n+1)) we get
(B1) and hence
t2, k&t1, k
t3, k&t1, k
=1&
t3, k&t2, k
t3, k&t1, k
 0. (3)
For (C1), comparing (A2) and (A3),
t3, k&t1, k
t2, k&t1, k
} ‘
2n+1
j=4
t j, k&t3, k
tj, k&t2, k
 1,
and hence by (3),
‘
2n+1
j=4
t j, k&t3, k
t j, k&t2, k
 0.
By Lemma 4.3(ii), this implies
t4, k&t3, k
t4, k&t2, k
 0.
Now suppose that (Bj) and (Cj) hold for some 1 jn&1. To prove
(B j+1), compare (A2 j+2) and (A2 j+1) to obtain that
\(t2 j+2, k&t1, k) } } } } } (t2 j+2, k&t2 j, k)_(t2 j+3, k&t2 j+2, k) } } } } } (t2n+1, k&t2 j+2, k)+
\(t2 j+1, k&t1, k) } } } } } (t2 j+1, k&t2 j, k)_(t2 j+3, k&t2 j+1, k) } } } } } (t2n+1, k&t2 j+1, k)+
(4)
converges to 1. Now, by the inductive hypothesis (Cj),
t2 j+2, k&t2 j, k
t2 j+1, k&t2 j, k
=\1&t2 j+2, k&t2 j+1, kt2 j+2, k&t2 j, k +
&1
 1
and hence all ratios further left in (4) converge to 1 by Lemma 4.3(i). Since
all ratios further right in (4) are 1, each of these converges to 1. In
particular,
t2 j+3, k&t2 j+2, k
t2 j+3, k&t2 j+1, k
 1,
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as required. To prove (Cj+1), assume that jn&2 and compare (A2 j+3)
and (A2 j+2). It follows that
\t2 j+3, k&t1, kt2 j+2, k&t1, k+ } } } } } \
t2 j+3, k&t2 j+1, k
t2 j+2, k&t2 j+1, k+\
t2 j+4, k&t2 j+3, k
t2 j+4, k&t2 j+2, k+ } } } } (5)
converges to 1. Now, using (Bj+1),
t2 j+3, k&t2 j+1, k
t2 j+2, k&t2 j+1, k
=\1&t2 j+3, k&t2 j+2, kt2 j+3, k&t2 j+1, k+
&1
 ,
and all ratios further left in (5) are 1. Thus the remaining product
converges to 0, and then Lemma 4.3(ii) implies that
t2 j+4, k&t2 j+3, k
t2 j+4, k&t2 j+2, k
 0.
This completes the proof of the inductive step. K
Proposition 4.5. Let N=(2n+1) 2m+2 and N&l=2m+1 (m, n # N).
Then MU (N, l )2n.
Proof. Suppose that MU ((4n+2) m+2, 4nm+1)2n+1 for some n
and m. Then, by Proposition 3.2, there exist a generic sequence (!k)k in
g*(4n+2) m+2 and real sequences (ti, k)k , 1i2n+1, such that
ti, k } !k  !=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0)
(1 in (4nm+1)st position) and
|ti, k&tj, k |   for i{ j, 1i, j2n+1.
Thus, for all t # R and 1i2n+1,
! k(t+t i, k)  ! (t)=
t2m
(2m)!
.
By relabelling the ti, k , we can assume that
t1, k<t2, k< } } } <t2n+1, k
for all k.
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The polynomial pk=(2m)! ! k has degree (4n+2) m, since !k is generic.
So
pk(t)=ck ‘
2m
j=1
(t&:1, j, k) } } } } } (t&:2n+1, j, k),
ck # R, : l, j, k # C. Hence, for 1i2n+1 and all t # R,
ck ‘
2m
j=1
(t&(:1, j, k&t i, k))(t&(:2, j, k&ti, k)) } } } } }
(t&(:2n+1, j, k&ti, k))  t2m.
We now show by induction that the roots :i, j, k of pk , 1i2n+1,
1 j2m, can be relabelled such that for each 1i2n+1 (as k  )
:i, j, k&ti, k  0 and |:l, j, k&ti, k |  
for 1 j2m and 1l2n+1, l{i.
For i=1, the statement is an immediate application of Lemma 4.2.
Suppose that r2n and that the roots have been relabelled so that the
statement holds for all 1ir. Then, since
|ti, k&tr+1, k |   and :i, j, k&ti, k  0
for all 1ir and 1 j2m, we cannot have that
:i, j, k&tr+1, k  0 for any 1ir, 1 j2m.
Thus, applying Lemma 4.2 again, we see that by relabelling the roots :l, j, k ,
lr+1 if necessary, we may assume that
:r+1, j, k&tr+1, k  0 and |:l, j, k&tr+1, k |  
for 1 j2m and 1l2n+1, l{r+1.
Now, for each 1i2n+1,
pk(t+t i, k)=ck ‘
2m
j=1
(t&(:i, j, k&t i, k))
_ ‘
2m
j=1
‘
2n+1
l=1, l{i
(:l, j, k&ti, k) \ t:l, j, k&ti, k &1+
converges to t2m for every t # R. Therefore, by what we have shown above,
ck ‘
2m
j=1
‘
2n+1
l=1, l{i
(: l, j, k&t i, k)  1.
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However, rewriting this product as
‘
2n+1
l=1, l{i
(t l, k&t i, k)2m ‘
2m
j=1
‘
2n+1
l=1, l{i \
:l, j, k&t l, k
t l, k&ti, k
+1+
and using that |ti, k&tl, k |   for l{i and |:l, j, k&tl, k |  0 for all l, we
get that
ck ‘
2n+1
l=1, l{i
(tl, k&ti, k)2m  1.
Note that ck>0 eventually and write dk=c12mk . Then
dk ‘
2n+1
l=1, l{i
|tl, k&ti, k |  1
for all i.
Now an application of Lemma 4.4 leads to a contradiction. K
In the situation of the next result, if MU (N, l )2n then the methods of
Proposition 4.5 and Lemma 4.4 show that the gaps between the parameters
tj, k , while all tending to infinity, must necessarily alternate as ‘‘relatively
small’’ then ‘‘relatively large.’’ This observation has motivated our explicit
choice of parameter sequences.
Proposition 4.6. Let N=4nm+2 and N&l=2m+1 where n, m # N.
Then
MU (N, l )=2n.
Proof. Notice first that by Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 4.1
MU (N, l)MU (N&1, l )=\ N&2N&l&1=2n.
It therefore suffices to show that MU (N, l )2n.
Let :1 , ..., :n be positive real numbers whose values will be specified later.
For k1 and j=1, ..., n let
t2 j&1, k=( j&1) k+k12 :
j&1
i=1
: i and t2 j, k=( j&1) k+k12 :
j
i=1
:i .
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For k1, define !k # V by
! k(t)=k&2m(2n&32) ‘
2n
j=1
(t&t j, k)2m (t # R).
By straightforward computations (which we leave to the reader) one
checks that, for j=1, ..., n,
! k(t+t2 j&1, k) and ! k(t+t2 j, k)
both converge (as k  ) to
(( j&1)! (n& j)!)4m :2mj t
2m.
Thus we may choose :j so that the common limit is 1(2m)! t
2m.
Let !=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ...0) # g*N (1 in l th position). We have chosen
:1 , ..., :n so that
! k(t+t j, k)  ! (t)
for all t # R and 1 j2n. Thus tj, k } !k  ! for 1 j2n. Since |ti, k&tj, k |
  for i{ j, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that MU (N, l )2n. K
Proposition 4.7. Let N=(2n+1) 2m+3 and N&l=2m+1 where n,
m # N. Then MU (N, l )=2n+1.
Proof. Since, again by Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 4.1,
MU (N, l )MU (N&1, l )=\ N&2N&l&1=2n+1,
it suffices to show that MU (N, l )2n+1.
Let :1 , ..., :n , ; be positive real numbers whose values will be determined
later. Let # be the solution of the equation
# } 2m+(2n&1) 2m+1=4nm+ 12 ,
and note that 12<#<1. For k1 and j=1, ..., n define
t2 j, k=( j&1) k+k# :
j
i=1
:i and t2 j+1, k= jk+k# :
j
i=1
:i .
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In addition, let t1, k=0. For k1, we define !k # V by
! k(t)= &k&(4nm+12) \t&nk&k# :
n
i=1
:i&;k12+
_ ‘
2n+1
j=1
(t&t j, k)2m (t # R).
Then, for t # R and j=1, ..., n,
! k(t+t2 j&1, k) and ! k(t+t2 j, k)
both converge to
(( j&1)! (n& j)!)4m (n+1& j)2m+1 :2mj t
2m,
and therefore we may choose :j so that the common limit is 1(2m)! t
2m.
Moreover,
! k(t+t2n+1, k)  (n !)4m ;t2m,
and so we may choose ; so that this limit is 1(2m)! t
2m too.
Now, let !=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) # g*N (l th coordinate equal to 1). We have
chosen :1 , ..., :n , ; such that
! k(t+t j, k)  ! (t)
for all t # R and 1 j2n+1. Thus tj, k } !k  ! for 1 j2n+1. Since
|ti, k&tj, k |   for i{ j, Proposition 3.2 shows that MU (N, l )2n+1. K
Theorem 4.8. Suppose that N&l is odd. Then
(i) If N&2=2n(N&l&1)+r where 0r<N&l&1, then MU (N, l )
=2n.
(ii) If N&2=(2n+1)(N&l&1)+r where 0r<N&l&1, then
MU (N, l )=2n if r=0 and MU (N, l )=2n+1 whenever r1.
Proof. (i) Notice first that, since N&l&1 is even, Lemma 3.8 and
Theorem 4.1 show that
MU (N, l )MU (N&1, l )=\ N&2N&l&1=\2n+ rN&l&1=2n.
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Now, let N$=N&r and l $=l&r (it is easily checked that r<l ). Then
N$&2=2n(N$&l $&1),
and hence, by Lemma 3.9(i) and Proposition 4.6,
MU(N, l )MU(N$, l $)=2n.
(ii) Suppose first that r=0, so that N&2=(2n+1)(N&l&1). Then
MU (N, l )2n by Proposition 4.5. For the converse estimate, let N$=N&1
and l $=l&1. Then
N$&2=2n(N&l&1)+(N&l&2)
=2n(N$&l $&1)+(N$&l $&2),
and so, by (i) and Lemma 3.9(i),
MU (N, l )MU (N$, l $)=2n.
Now, suppose that r1. As in (i), observe that
MU (N, l )MU (N&1, l )=\ N&2N&l&1
=\2n+1+ rN&l&1=2n+1.
For the converse estimate, let N$=N&r+1 and l $=l&r+1. Then
N$&2=(2n+1)(N$&l $&1)+1,
whence, by Lemma 3.9(i) and Proposition 4.7,
MU (N, l )MU (N$, l $)=2n+1,
as required. K
It follows from Theorems 4.8 and 4.1 that if N&l is odd then
MU (N, l )=\ N&2N&l&1=MU (N&1, l )
unless N&2=(2n+1)(N&l&1), in which case MU (N, l )=2n. Thus, in
Fig. 1, any diagonal for which N&l is odd is obtained by taking the
diagonal above it and replacing the integer at the start of each block of odd
numbers by the preceding even number.
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5. FELL POINTS AND THE FELL IDEAL SEQUENCE OF C*(GN)
Let A be a C*-algebra. As mentioned earlier, ? # A is a Fell point if and
only if MU (?)=1 [1, Theorem 4.6]. We now describe the Fell points of
G N .
Theorem 5.1. Let !=(!1 , ..., !N) # g*N and let m= N2 if N#0 (mod 4)
and m=w N&12 x if N0 (mod 4). Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
(i) MU (?!)=1.
(ii) !j {0 for some 1 jm.
(iii) ?! has a Hausdorff neighbourhood in G N .
(iv) [?!] is relatively open in the set of points of G N which cannot be
separated from ?! .
In particular, every separated point of G N has upper multiplicity equal to
one.
Proof. To prove the equivalence of (i) and (ii), note first that
MU (3, 1)=1 by Lemma 3.5. For N4, let N=4q+r where q # N and
0r3. We have to show that, whenever 0r2, MU (N, l )=1 if and
only if 1l2q, and if N=4q+3, then MU (N, l )=1 if and only if
1l2q+1.
First, let N=4q. Then by Theorem 4.1,
MU (N, 2q)=\4q&12q =1.
On the other hand, by Proposition 3.6,
MU (N, 2q+1)\4q&12q&12.
Lemma 3.9(ii) now implies that MU (N, l )=1 if and only if 112q.
Second, let N=4q+1. Then by Theorem 4.1,
MU (N, 2q+1)=\4q2q=2,
whereas, by Lemma 3.8 and the first case,
MU (N, 2q)MU (4q, 2q)=1.
It follows from Lemma 3.9(ii) that MU (N, l )=1 precisely when 1l2q.
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Next let N=4q+2. Again, by Theorem 4.1,
MU (N, 2q)=\4q+12q+2=1.
On the other hand, by Proposition 4.6, MU (4q+2, 2q+1)=2. Thus
MU (N, l )=1 if and only if 1l2q (Lemma 3.9(ii)).
Finally, let N=4q+3. By Theorem 4.1,
MU (N, 2q+1)=\4q+22q+2=1.
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.9(i) and the preceding case,
MU (N, 2q+2)MU (4q+2, 2q+1)=2.
So, by Lemma 3.9(ii), MU (N, l )=1 if and only if 1l2q+1. This
finishes the proof of (i)  (ii).
The description of separation and non-separation in G N [6, Theo-
rem 3.9] yields the equivalence of (ii), (iii), and (iv), and also leads to the
final statement of the theorem. K
Comparing Theorem 5.1 with the behaviour of an element ? in the dual
A of a general C*-algebra A, we note that if MU (?)=1 then ? has a
Hausdorff neighbourhood (see [1, 4.6; 3, 3.4]) and hence [?] is relatively
open in the set of points of A which cannot be separated from ?. However,
elementary examples show that neither of these implications can be
reversed.
Corollary 5.2. Let J=J1(C*(GN)) be the Fell ideal of C*(GN) and let
m be as in Theorem 5.1. Then
J=, [ker ?! : ! # g*N , !(Xj)=0 for 1 jm].
In particular, C*(GN)J=C*(GN&m). The length of the Fell ideal sequence
of C*(GN) equals L, where L # N is such that 2L&1<N2L. Moreover,
JL(C*(GN))=C*(GN).
Proof. The description of J follows immediately from Theorem 5.1. For
an arbitrary C*-algebra A, let L(A) # N _ [] denote the length of the
Fell ideal sequence of A. It is clear that L(C*(G3))=L(C*(G4))=2 and
L(C*(GN))3 for N5, so that we can assume that L3. If m is as in
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Theorem 4.1, it is easily verified that 2L&2<N&m2L&1. Proceeding
now by induction it follows that
L(C*(GN))=1+L(C*(GN)J)=1+L(C*(GN&m))
=1+(L&1)=L,
as required. K
Thus, for example, C*(G7)J=C*(G4) (with J=J(C*(G7))). However,
the fact that the values MU (7, 4)=2 and MU (7, 5)=3 are different, gives
an indication of the complexity of the extension of C*(G4) by J.
By Corollary 5.2 the Fell ideal J of C*(GN) equals the kernel of the
quotient homomorphism form C*(GN) onto C*(GN H) for some (con-
nected) closed normal subgroup H of GN . Equivalently, J =G N"(GN H) 7 .
The following example shows that this is not true for simply connected
nilpotent Lie groups in general.
Example 5.3. For N2, let wN denote the 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra
with basis [X1 , ..., XN] _ [Yrs : 1r<sN] and Lie products [Xi , Xj]
=Yij , and let WN=exp wN . Since wN is 2-step nilpotent, for f # w*N ,
MU (?f)=1 if and only if Ad*(WN) f is of maximal dimension, that is,
of dimension N if N is even and of dimension N&1 if N is odd (see
[6, Section 2]). For f # w*N , let Bf denote the skew symmetric N_N
matrix with (r, s)th entry equal to f ([Xr , Xs]), 1r<sN. Then
dim(Ad*(WN) f )=rank Bf .
Now, let N be even and 4, and let F be the set of all f # w*N of orbit
dimension <N. Then F fails to be a subspace of w*N . Indeed, let
f1= :
1r<sN&2
Y*rs and f2= :
N&1
r=1
Y*r, N+ :
N&2
r=1
Y*r, N&1 .
Then (see [6]) rank Bf1=N&2 and rank Bf2=2, whereas Bf1+ f2=
Bf1+Bf2 has rank N. This proves that there is no ideal h of wN such that,
for f # w*N , Ad*(WN) f is of maximal dimension if and only if f  h=.
Similarly, the same fact can be shown when N is odd, N5.
6. APPENDIX
In this appendix we provide, in the special case of the Lie algebras gN ,
a fairly elementary proof of Theorem 2.3 which does not require the con-
cept of variable Lie algebras and Lie groups. We retain the notation of the
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previous sections. In particular, we continue to identify GN with RN (as a
set) and g*N with RN. Recall from Section 3 that for !=N&1j=1 !jX j* # g*N
and t # R,
t } != :
N&1
j=1
pj (!, t) X j* # RN&1,
where pj (!, t)= j&1k=0
1
k ! t
k! j&k , 1 jN&1. For an integrable function f
on RN, let Ff denote the Euclidean Fourier transform with respect to the
first N&1 components.
Lemma 6.1. Let ! # g*N such that !j {0 for some 1jN&2. Then, for
any f # S(G),
Tr(?!( f * V f ))=|
R
|
R
|Ff (t } !, t&s)|2 dt ds.
Proof. Recall that ?! is given by the formula
?!(x) .(t)=exp \2?i :
N&1
k=1
xk pk(!, t)+ .(t&xN),
. # L2(R), x # G, t # R. Thus, for f # S(G),
?!( f ) .(t)=|
GN
f (x) ?!(x) .(t) dx
=|
RN
f (x1 , ..., xN) exp \2?i :
N&1
k=1
xk pk(!, t)+
_.(t&xN) dx1 } } } dxN
=|
RN
f (x1 , ..., xN&1 , t&xN)
_exp \2?i :
N&1
k=1
xk pk(!, t)+ .(xN) dx1 } } } dxN .
Thus ?!( f ) is the integral operator on L2(R) whose kernel K f! is given by
K f!(t, s)=|
RN&1
f (x1 , ..., xN&1 , t&s)
_exp \2?i :
N&1
k=1
xk pk(!, t)+ dx1 } } } dxN&1
=Ff ( p1(!, t), ..., pN&1(!, t), t&s).
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Since ?!( f ) is a trace class operator (see [9]), it follows that
Tr(?!( f * V f ))=|
R2
|K f!(t, s)|
2
=|
R2
|Ff ( p1(!, t), ..., pN&1(!, t), t&s)|2 dt ds,
as required. K
We continue to denote by J the bounded trace ideal of C*(GN) and by
K(J) the Pedersen ideal of J.
Lemma 6.2. Let (?k) be a perfect sequence in J that converges i? -times
to ? for every ? # L & J . Let !, !k(k # N) be such that ?=?! and ?k=?!k .
Then, for any f # Cc(g*N) with supp fq&1(J ) we have
|
R
|
R
f (t } !k , s) dt ds  :
? # L & J
i? |
R
|
R
f (t } !, s) dt ds.
Proof. Let C=supp f. Since L & J is finite and the sets C & 0? ,
? # L & J , are compact and disjoint, there exists a finite open cover V of C
such that, for each V # V, V & C & 0? {< for at most one ? # L & J . Let
( fV)V # V be a partition of unity in Cc(g*N) corresponding to this cover of
C. Then
|
C
f (’) d+(’)= :
V # V
|
C & V
f (’) fV (’) d+(’)
for any measure + on g*N . We can therefore assume that C & 0? {< for at
most one ? # L & J .
Now, suppose that C & 0?=< for all ? # L & J . Then C & 0?k=<
eventually, and in this case nothing has to be shown. Therefore we can
assume C & 0? {< for exactly one ? # L & J .
Let 0=0? and ?=?! where ! # q&1(J ) has zero coordinates in the posi-
tions corresponding to its jumping indices, N and l+1, say. Thus lN&2
is the first non-zero coordinate of !, with value *, say. Let E denote the
projection of g*N onto the subspace determined by the positions l+1 and
N. Moreover, let 0k=0?k and ?k=?!k , !k # q
&1(J ). Choose a compact
separating neighbourhood V of ! and let
Lk=[| # V & 0k : E(|)=E(!)=(0, 0)].
Then, for k large enough, Lk has precisely i? elements. Let
Lk=[!k, 1 , ..., !k, i?].
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Let P and Pl+1 denote the projection from g*N onto N&1l=1 RX l* and onto
the (l+1)st coordinate, respectively. Next, choose an open interval I=
]&a, a[ such that I$pl+1(V) and I } ! is a neighbourhood of P(C & 0).
For 1 ji? and k # N, let Kk, j=I } !k, j P(0k). We claim that
P(C & 0k) .
i?
j=1
Kk, j
eventually. Suppose the contrary. Then, after passing to a subsequence, we
can assume that there exist ’k # C & 0k (k # N) such that P(’k)  I } !k, j for
1 ji? . In addition, we can assume that ’k  ’ for some ’ # C & 0. Now
P(’k)=sk, j } !k, j where |sk, j |a. If |sk, j |   as k   for j=1, ..., i? ,
then (’k)k is disjoint from all the sequences (!k, j)k , 1ji? , which con-
tradicts the maximality property of i? . Therefore we can assume that, for
some j, the sequence (sk, j)k is bounded, in fact converges to some s. It
follows that |s|a and
s } != lim
k  
sk, j } !k, j= lim
k  
P(’k)=P(’).
This contradicts the fact that P(’) # P(C & 0)I } ! and proves the above
claim.
Since P(C & 0k)
i?
j=1 Kk, j and the sets Kk, j , 1 ji? , are pairwise
disjoint eventually, we have
|
R
|
R
f (t } !k , s) dt ds= :
i?
j=1
|
a
&a
|
R
f (t } !k, j , s) dt ds.
It remains to show that, for each 1 ji? ,
|
a
&a
|
R
f (t } !k, j , s) dt ds  |
a
&a
|
R
f (t } !, s) dt ds
as k  . For that, fix j # [1, ..., i?] and let qk(t)= p l+1(t } !k, j) (k # N).
Then
q$k(t)= pl (t } !k, j)  *
uniformly on compact subsets of R. Since *{0, qk is invertible for k large
enough. Let .k=q&1k , bk=qk(a), and ck=qk(&a). Then
|
a
&a
|
R
f (t } !k, j , s) dt ds=|
bk
ck
|
R
f (.k(u) } !k, j , s) .$k(u) du ds.
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Since pl+1(t } !k, j)  t*, it follows that .k(u)  u* and hence .$k(u) 
1
* .
Furthermore, bk  a* and ck  &a*. Thus
|
a
&a
|
R
f (t } !k, j , s) dt ds
 |
a*
&a*
|
R
1
*
f \u* } !, s+ du ds=|
a
&a
|
R
f (t } !, s) dt ds.
This finishes the proof of the lemma. K
Proposition 6.3. Let (?k) be a perfect sequence in J and L its set of
limits. Then, for every f # K(J),
Tr(?k( f ))  :
? # L & J
i? Tr(?( f )).
Proof. Recall that S(G) & K(J) is a dense V-subalgebra of K(J) and
that K(J) as an ideal is generated by S(G) [13]. Thus, by [5, Lemma 4.2],
we can assume that f # S(G). Now ?  ?( f ) vanishes on some
neighbourhood of G N"J . The trace formula of Lemma 6.1 in particular
implies that if ! # g*N such that ?!( f )=0, then Ff (t } !, t&s)=0 for all t,
s # R, whence Ff vanishes on the coadjoint orbit of !. Thus Ff vanishes
on some invariant neighbourhood of g*N"q&1(J ). From Lemma 6.1 and
Lemma 6.2 we then obtain
Tr(?k( f * V f ))=|
R
|
R
|Ff (t } !k , s)|2 dt ds
 :
? # L & J
i? |
R
|
R
|Ff (t } !, s)|2 dt ds= :
? # L & J
i? Tr(?( f * V f )).
Since \( f ) is a trace class operator for each f # S(G) and every \ # G , the
statement of the proposition follows by polarization. K
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